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In line with rustic elegant looks, crafted details continue 
to impact design development. Explore crochet, 
string-work and fringed techniques in natural fibres such 
as sustainable hemp, khadi and organic cotton fibres. 
Opt for unbleached yarns for a refined feel that gives a 
contemporary look. Choose crinkled, textured fabrics to 
enhance the rustic look.

THE CRAFTED ONE

Catering to the desire for design that allows for multiple 
ways to wear, they are perfect for the rise of day occasion 
dressing. The classic blazer can be redefined through 
contemporary design details, ideal for capsules that 
focus on pieces that can be dressed up or down 
depending on the event. Collarless silhouettes move 
away from formal associations and can be worn alone 
with matching trousers for a modern take on the suit. Use 
twills or cotton blend fabrics for a structured and 
lightweight finish.

REINVENT BLAZERS

The fusion of office and casualwear has been 
further synced due to changing work habits during 
the pandemic. Tailored styles associated with 
formal workwear get a casual overhaul via relaxed 
fits and contemporary detailings that pair well with 
trending matching sets. Keep the silhouette true to 
traditional workwear jackets to add to the vintage 
aesthetic.

Practicality and functionality have started coming before style 
and fashion. The future is prioritising tactile finishes and 
contemporary design details to add newness and promote 
multi-occasion wearability. Styles that accommodate interest in 
outdoor activities continue to be important, updated by upbeat 

colours, textural, lightweight padded or sheer fabrics. 
Adjustable elements such as toggles and drawstrings for 

inclusive fits add to the layering potential. Let's take a 
look at what to expect in the coming year that will 

help you to create a shopping list tailored to 
any of your needs or wants.

NOT JUST AN OFFICE DUSTER



It is one of the most eco-friendly natural fabrics as its 
growth is healthy for the soil and requires much less 
water. It’s considered a carbon-negative raw material 
because it absorbs CO2 from the atmosphere. 

"Be the change you want to see in the world.” 
Mahatma Gandhi

CELEBRATE THE END OF
THE YEAR WITH A TOUCH OF GLAMOUR
AND LOTS OF SHIMMER.
HERE ARE SOME TRENDING MAKEUP LOOKS
TO TRY FOR YOUR GRAND PARTY!

It's party time!

New Year's Eve is the perfect time to dip 
into richer tones like emerald, sapphire, 
and amethyst. Look for eye-catching 
shades that have more of a grey 
undertone instead of a traditional white 
for more of a dusty, vintage vibe.

Makeup fads come and go but some trends, 
such as the nude makeup look, will never go 
out of style. It means simplifying the makeup 
colour palette, using neutral colours that 
match the skin perfectly and covering 
imperfections without looking made up. With 
this look, eyes and lips take centre stage, but in 
a subtle way perhaps with a hint of shimmer.

There is nothing better than a bronzy makeup 
look to cheer you up. It is all about creating 
that sun-kissed-just-came-from-the-beach 
look. It never goes out of fashion and will 

always be on-trend.

Not into makeup? Keep it 
subtle yet gorgeous! Keep 
your cheeks muted and 
opt for shades in pink or 
mauve to make your face 
look slimmer and naturally 
fresh. Go for the effortless 
flushed glow and voilà!

If you're in need of a little 
drama (aren't we all?), channel 
your inner icon with a swoop of 
gold shadow. Keeping the rest 
of your makeup light-handed 
makes it look cool and not 
overdone. Add a smudge of the 
liner to define your eyes, and 
hit the town.

Feeling Blue

The Bold Eye 
Age

Haute Right Now

Take Center Stage

No Makeup 
Makeup



"New Year seems to be bringing a lot of key fashion items and 
Versatility is the key to owning them. Consumers are developing 
a more frugal and sustainable mindset. Responsible fabrics that 
offer value and a more ethical choice are in demand. The desire 
for comfortable smart clothing continues as more people return 
to the office as well. Opting for flexible items that are easy to 
wear and can adapt from day to night seems right. Whether on 
vacation or at a party, styles like a wrap top, all-in-one co-ord, 
off-the-shoulder dress, halterneck tops are ideally suited to be 

dressed up or down."

BINAL PATEL,
founder of


